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Abstract The initial small inhomogeneity of saturated sanff could be amplified during

the sedimentation process after liquefaction，and cracks could be observed in the sand

column．Lavere of fine sand could also be found at the exact place where cracks

developed and disappeared．The phenomena and the whole process were experimentally

shown by X—rays images To account for the phenomena，a linearized stability analysis of

the sedimentation of saturated sand was conducted；however．it did not produce a

satisfaetory result．A three—phase flow model describing the transpo rtation of fine sand is

presented in this paper．1t iS shown that such a Rind of erosion，deposition model was

qualitatively in good agreement with the experimental observation
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1 Introduction

Expefimental studies on the formation of horizontal cracks in vertical columns of

saturated sand contained in circular cylinders have beell reported in two recent papers”+’．

Ill ref．f11 me cylinder was subjected to a／l axial impact In ref．【2】a steady flow of water

was driven upward through the sand column sitting on a perforated rigid diaphragm．In

both cases．care was taken i“preparing the sand sample by feeding wetted uniform sand

continuously into a column to avoid intentional stratification However,a small degree

of inhomogeneity still existed

AIthough the detailed description on experimental phenomena in sedimentation and

drainage process was presented in refs．[1，2]，the horizontal cracks COUld only be seen

outside of a sand column and small drainage outlets could be observed at the upper Sill'-

face of the sand column．Further experiments showed that the size distribution of sand

grains was important．The cracks appeared only when the range of the size distribution

of sand grains was broad especially when fine sand played a important role in the for—

mation of cracks
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It seems that the boundary effect is the main cause for cracks developing in saturated

sand and no drainage pathway exists for pore water flowing upward．

To show if cracks carl develop throughout the whole cross—section where they are ob—

served from outside and drainage pathways do exist not only at the upper surface of sand

but also throughout the depth of the sand skeleton．an X—ray machine was used to get the

image of the sedimentation process of saturated sand It showed that the inhomogeneity

of a sand sample plays a significant role for the formation of cracks，and some longitu·

dinal drainage pathways can develop during the closing of horizontal cracks．

IIl the literature．the concept of“water film'’was first suggested by Seed”1 in at-

tempting to explain slope failure observed in earthquakes．Such a slope failure was de—

veloped in a sand bed containing all impermeable 1ayer．Fiegal and Kutter忖1 also demon-

strated nle formation of water films in layered sand in a centrifugal shake table test．

Kobusho‘刈performed shaking table tests using a sand sample containing a seam of

non-plastic silt about 4 in／n thick subiected to horizontal shocks to simulate earthquakes，

and showed that a water film was formed undemeath the silt 1ayer．In the present Paner

we prefer to use“crack'’to“water film”in order to give attention to the change of sand

skeleton

Both refs．fl】and[2】mentioned that liquefaction was a necessary condition for the

initiation and development of cracks In ref．[1】，the cracks were initiated at about 20 s

after liquefaction but impact loading only lasted several milliseconds．So it is natural to

reason that the cracks are developed during the sedimentation process，and the stability

of the sedimentation process should be analyzed fn：st．

Prosperitti and Satrape。⋯discussed the stability and hyperbolic properties of a very

broad class of two-phase flow models that included many specific examples proposed in

the earlier literature．In spite of the presence of non—difierential“source’’terms in the

equations．their study showed that the stability of steady unifornl flows was independent

of the wave number of the perturt'ation．As a consequence．hyperbolicity was only nec—

essary，but not sufficient，for stability．In the present paper,we also conduct a stability

analysis of the sedimentation and percolation process for 1iquefied saturated sand，

thereby trying to find the reason for the formation of cracks

The stability analysis obviously cannot give the condition for the initiation of cracks．

Cheng et a1．⋯proposed a model to discuss the formation of horizontal cracks in a verti—

cal colunm of saturated sand，in which thev introduced the血ird phase，namely fine sand

having the sanle velocity as the pore water．The three．phase flow model was thus used in

this study to diSCUSS the transportation of fine sand in general cases．but only the appli—

cation of this kind of model in a specific case is presented．Theorefical result of血e ac—

cumulation of fine sand in the transportation process can be verified using X—ray images．

2 Experimentation

To study the initiation and development of cracks，we used a video camera to record
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the whole process from the lateral side This method was proved to be effecfive¨J．The

opening and closing of cracks could be observed clearly at any time，but this method

could not be used in the study of the出ainage pathways because the visible 1ight could

not penetratc the sand column．We also tried to use ultrasonic waves to detect the exis．

tence of drainage pathways，but our efforts failed because of the small size of pathways

and strong chromatic dispersion of waves in saturated sand．The so—called X．ray method

was adopted by Baxter et a1．‘”to study the flow paRem of dry sand in a flat hopper．

Both a pulse X--ray machine and a clinical X--ray machine were used to compare

the experimental result．since these two kinds of X-rays’wavelengths and penetration

capabilities are different．Some characteristics of these two kinds of X-rays are given in

1hbIel．

!!!!!!!竺竺!!!!!!!竺竺!!!!!!

!! 兰：!-!!!竺 兰，t竺竺 !竺!!!竺 !：!竺!!-竺竺鲨篓⋯
⋯x-rav o嘶-os州so 104A 20 ns m8：勰絮“
In order to distinguish drainage pathways on images obtained by using pulse X-rays．

some materials possessing larger atomic number elements such as BaS04．ZnO and TiO，

were used as tracing materials Each of their densities is about twice as much as that of

the saturated sand sample r1．9x10。kg／m。1．The tracing matedals could be shown clearly

in X—ray films．but no drainage pathway could be distinguished．When the upper surface

of the sand sample was inspected．we found that the main material carried by upward

flowing water was fine sand．The averaging process of the image blurred the profile of

the drainage pathways Therefore．the pulse X．ray method is not suitable to study the

flow of porous water in saturated sand．It is mainly used to detect damage in metal or in

the case that the difierence between densities of matedals is large．

To show the ef艳ct of the clinical X。ray method．we installed some thin plastic pipes

in a sand sample contained in a flat plexiglas box of 145 minx33 mmx280 llun．The di—

ameters of the plastic pipes range from 2 to 5 lffllTl．Each plastic pipe was filled with wa·

ter,coarse sand，fine sand，and dense or lpose sand，separately．Experimental results

proved that the plastic pipes could be seen clearly on the monitor．One of such images is

showninFig．1

It is obvious that such a kind of method can be used to detect cracks and drainage

pathways in saturated sand．Figs．2—4 were taken using the same experimental proce-

dure．Figs．2 and 4 demonstrate respectively the states of a sand sample before liquefac-

tion and after reconsolidafion，while Fig．3 shows the state of cracks in sand sample at

oue moment in the sedimentation process．

In Fig 2，it is shown that the initial inhomogeneity still existed although the sand

sample was filled continuously to avoid intentional stratification In Fig．3，some cracks
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Fi91 X—rayimage ofplasticpipesin saturated sand Fig 2 X—rayimage ofinifial sand sample

were initiated just underneath fine sand layers，and drainage pathways might form at the

ends of cracks．It could also be seen that horizontal stratification became concave up—

ward because of sedimentation and boundary effect Fig 4 shows that the initial inho—

mogeneity was amplified and formed several layers of fine sand

The experimental results showed that cracks and drainage pathways indeed existed in

saturated sand during the sedimentation process．The initial inhomogeneity might be

amplified and further developed into layers of fine sand because of transponation．Some

drainage pathways were initiated at the end of cracks，and some near the boundary

Fig 3 X-rayimage of cracksin saturated sand Fig 4 X-rayimage of sand sample after reconsolidation

3 Linear stability analysis

In ref【1]，cracks appeared at about 20 s after the fluctuating process began，and in ref

[2】，cracks also developed in the liquefied region of saturated sand．It is thus reasonable

to speculate that cracks developed during the sedimentation process may have some re-

lationship to the stability of the seepage of pore water．
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In this study,we conducted stability analysis using a two—phase flow model Consid-

efing the sedimentation of a mixture of sand particles and water contained in a vegical

colunln，we assumed that the following properties were satisfied for the solid—fluid sys—

tem J“1 The mixmre of saturated sand is completely liquefied before the sedimentation

begins and the sand skeleton loses any resistance；(ii)the sand particles are small with

respect to the container and have the same density；(iii)the solid and fluid constituents

of the liquefied sand are incompressible；riv)there is no mass廿ansfer between the solid

and the fluid during sedimentation；fv、the void of liquefied sand in the sarne

cross—section is equal．

Mass and momentum conservation laws can form the constitutive equations and the

interactive term between fluid and solid obeys Darcy’s law：

享+挚：o， (1)
西 孤

’ 一

—O(1-—e)p,+!!!二!丝坠：o．
Ot Ox

妒f娶+。罢卜5印7+epg+F砘妒【百蝴五J托盂+ ¨卸’

(2)

f3)

c-叫凤降螺割州叫襄柙叫风s—F—o， ㈣

where t is time，and x is the coordinate pointing upward with an origin at the bottom of

the sand column￡is the porosity of the sand sample，u the velocity of the pore water,

and us the velocity of sand grains．P and风are the densities of pore water and sand

grains respectively．Both of them are constant according to assumption(3)above．g is

the gravitational acceleration，and F is the interactive term Given that F is related to

the porosity and permeability of the sand sample，we assumed that it is expressed in the

following form：

，2而At(1-E)62(㈣。)， (5)

where“is the coefficient of viscosity,￡o and Ko are the initial porosity and permeability
of the sand sample respectively．

Eliminating粤in eqs(3)and(4)，eqs．(1)一(5)Can be simplified as

ox

孽+磐：o， (6)
挑 巩

’ 一
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-DE—O(1-e)us O．
Ot dx

(鲁+岷等)一虽(詈+“罢)+(-一尝]s一瓦而,lie c“一蚶=。

The basic constant solutions sarisfying the problem are

￡=￡0=const，

“=／／0=const．

Us=Us0=const，

字=_0／70=[岛p+(1一岛)以k
dx m

F2晶2i／1％2(“一“s)·

侣)

f9a1

(9b)

(9c)

(9d)

f9e、

N。w we take风，s ana ii孑兰丽as mde。endent nuanti如s，the ditnenstonk“

forms of other quantities in eqs．(6)--(8)are

i：——jL一，A‰(1一岛)

石：旦
风

i：f 些 ]2三i：l 坐 1三
L，识％(I一￡0)／g

i：———壁—一H麒ko(1一eo)g

一 “

“s 2—p。—k—o(‘1-—e—o)g“s
Transforming eqs．(6)--(8)into dimensionless form，we have

喜+等一o，

一De一_2(1--e)瓦：o，,gF 赢
’

(鲁+或割一万争酉孙”矿啊司一o

(10a)

(10b)

(10c)

We assume that the solution 10 this perturbation problem Can be expanded in such a

way that，for any quantity皿

O(x，t)=磊+≯exp(kcd)exp[ik(x～qt)， (11)
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with弼the constant solution，k the real wavenumber,kq the ratio of the increase of

perturbation amplitude，Cr the propagating velocity of perturbation，and≯the amplitude．

After eq．(1l，is substituted into eqs．(10a)--(10c)and the terms with high order盯e

ignored in the three resultant algebraic equations，the condition for the system having a

solution 1S that the determinant iS zero．We obtain

(1+m)c2+2c(uo棚‰+ii’引q-U2 4-raM20+j半-o， m)

where

一去万ana C=Cr+iC

Then we Can get the ratio of the increase of perturbation amplitude

mI，2

kci。—l—+———m’

抄±抓∥刊1 2懈：r 1+
咏2+；m

+拼啼：r

(13)

04)

where w0 2uo—uso

The contours of kci on k‘wo plane are shown in Fig．5(+is taken for the sign

Rdative velocity Wo

Fig 5 Contour of
kc,oD k-‰plane
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±in eq．(14))．It should be noted that kci is always positive in the first quadrant with

k>o and w0>0．This indicates that the sedimentation and seepage process is always un—

stable with such a kind of two-phase flow model

It is 0bviously not coincident with the experimental results described in refs．[1】and

[2]，especially for the case in which the size of sand grains is uniform and no cracks or

eroded pathways would be observed．Because the size distribution of sand grains and the

stress in the sand skeleton arc not taken into account and the initial 1iquefied sand is

considered to be even in this model．the stability analysis with this bnd of two—phase

flow model cannot produce a satisfactory explanation for the development of cracks and

eroded pathways in 1iquefied sand．

4 Transportation and erosion of fine sand grains

To give an explanation of the formation of extended hofizon掘l cracks in a vertical

sand column．Cheng et a1．proposed a three—phase flow model”1．It has been shown that

unevenness in permeability along the length of the sand coltmm is essential in causing

cracks to develop．In this study we examined the transportation of the fine component of

sand through an erosion／deposition process and how small initial unevenness in perme—

ability or stratification is amplified by percolation．

As the fine sand grains may be washed away by the percolating water,the percolating

water becomes turbid and the initial porosity will be altered in both time and space．An

eroded fine sand slurry percolating through porous sand can be described in terms of a

three-phage flow in the following manner．In addition to porosity e(x，t)，we define

q(x，f)as the volume fraction or specific volume of sand carried in the percolating

slurry and Q(x，t)as the specific mass of sand lost to the percolating slurry．Then the

simplified governing equations for the liquefied part of saturated sand can be written as

—O(1-—e)ps+!g二!!堡坠：一旦垒
af h af

e妻+譬(⋯。)+[(州"删g=。
竺+(￡一q)Pg+(1一g+q)Psg z0
m
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We Call further simulate the erosion／deposition process using the following empirical

relations：

上塑：兰f半一q1，if旦≤盟3A t TL“+ 1j’一风、风

土挈≤o， 。therwise，

风m

K=K(e，q)，

f20、

where the first term on the dght side of the first equation in eq．(20)shows how sand is

transferred幻water．The second term describing deposition places a limit on the amount

of sand that call be carried in the fluid．Q_(z)iS the maximum amount of sand avail-

able that can be washed away from a unit volume element at x，For simplicity，Q(z)is

assumed to be given and to be independent of the flow rate and the state of sand．T and

u+are empirical constants．A is a small parameter and is employed to obtain an as—

ymptofic solution．K(e，q)，the permeability，is now assumed to be a fast varying or

sensitive function of q as well as s：

K(e，q)=Ge∞+皿，1《∥《口 (21)

Welet∥《口in ordertomakeKmore sensitiveto q thanto￡．Eqs．(15)to(20)

form a closed set of equations describing the three-phase system．

Given that the assumption of incompressibility is still valid，the first three mass con—

servation equations(15)--(17)carl then be integrated to yield

Eu+(1一e)u。=U(})， (22)

where u(t)is the flow rate of water and sand per unit cross—sectional area of the sand

column，which can be determined by boundary conditions．By eliminating-ap from the
ox

two momentum conservation equations(18)and(19)，we obtain

蚝=“一e-q)p+(1-e+q)ps-l[qps+(f—g)p]]
一譬(1叫(州№刊 (23)

Then we get the velocity of water u(e，q)：

“：u(f)+尘箬Kg(e-q)(n—p)． (24)
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Substituting eq．(24)into eqs．(15)and(16)，we obtain equations to solve e(x，t)and

q(x，t)：

喜+警=去坠Ot氧T芋一。]， ∞，
m 孤 n l“+

1

J’
、⋯

塑Ot+警=去望Ot=兰T(半u一口]孤 A L
+

1／
(261

From eqs．(24)一(26)combining lnifial and boundary conditions，“，￡，andq can be

calculated by a numerical method．

An example to use the three-phase flow model

In ref．[7]，although discussion was focused on the formation of horizontal cracks，the

specific volume of sand carried in the percolating fluid，q(x，t)，was also given under a

further assumption As the sand sits on a perforated rigid diaphragm，“s can be set to zero．

Then eqs．(15)--(20)yield

￡(x，f)一岛(J)：一a， (27)
以

e(x，t)u(x，f)=U(f)， (28)

害+警=享， ∞，
af 孤 af’

、。

享：拿f姜一。] (30)
af r LH4

1

J
、吖

The unknown quantities can be solved subject to the following initial and boundary

conditions：

e(x，0)=eu(x)，q(x，0)=0，Q(x，o)=o，e(o，t)u(O，t)=u(f)，q(O，t)=0 (31)

Carrying out the asymptotic solution，we obtain

吣，归器一五耥肌肌嘲， (32)

啾，f)=驰)+五面杀肛(『)dr+O(胸， (33)
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掣一。i)J0f,㈣dr+OTu eo(x
(硒

凤
4

)”

9

(34)

The calculation of q is somewhat complicated．The zeroth order term in q is

dearly equal to zero The fkst order term q1取，f)satisfies the following equaffon：

鲁+罴e塑一毋o(x Ox出 、
～

u(t)deo(x)

《(x)dx

of which the characteristics satisfy the following equation

出U(})

一dt eo(X)

业!， (35)
Tu+eo(X)’

lqae characteristics relatingzandtareimplicitly given by

f361

e％(≠)蟛=[u(『)dr，“o “
r37、

r￡0(#)必=f0V(r)dr．
The first set of curves based on the parameter Xo gives characteristics originating from

the X axis．The second set of curves based 0n the parameter to gives those originating

from the time axis．Integrating along a characteristic originating from the x axis，

X=x(xo，f)and x0 between 0 and H(the height of sand column)，we obtain a formal

expression for吼(X，t)：

帕，=去驰，￡蔫． ∞，

To show how q varies with z and t，we assume U(f)=uo=const；namely,there

is a steady waterflow through the diaphragm on which the sand sample sits，and

岛(≠)=o．3(1一o．1c。s4Ⅱ≠)，≠=日x
f39、

ql(善)along characteristics Can then be calculated using eq．(38)and is shown in Fig·

6 for彘=0，o．1，⋯，0．9．The corresponding characteristics are shown in Fig 7·To

find吼(掌)at a given fime
t日U_尘o，we

can draw ahoriz。ntal 1ine in Fig．7．The intersec—

tion of this line with the彘=0 characteristic locates a f(note that f=善(岛，o))．

These two values together determine the value of吼(善)from Fig．6．Repeating the
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片

Fig 6．口l alongC

z

圩

Fig 7 Charactefistits C

same procedure for other values of昴we find枷values of ql(f)for this particular

time．To obtain奶(≠)for smaller values of毒we note that all characteristics originat—

ingfrom the time axis are constructed by simply disp|acing the characteristic for品=O

along the time axis by appropriate amounts．Hence，the initial portion of the q-善curve

for彘=0 is shared by all q-f curves．The characteristic for彘=0 reaches the top

of the sand column at f=‰which in our numerical example is警_0．3．For all

times greater than“，on the ftrst order of approximation，￡2￡0(手)and the distribution
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of q along x no longer changes with time．The first order perturbation in q in the

dimensi。n】ess fom qt(x)Tu*

日

剖≈

at訾_012 isshowninFig．8
H

。

Fig．8．一c警-o

It should be noted that transport of the fine component of sand tends to increase q

along z in a general way，and q is the principal cause for the decrease in permeability．

5 Remarks

Since cracks occur where the permeability is close to being the smallest．the expefi．

mentally observed inhomogeneity in permeability both spacial and temporal is a ques-

tion deserving further exarmnation．X—ray image analysis 1s useful to detect cracks and

drainage pathways in saturated sand and js helpful to construct a new modeI to study the

mechanism of the transportation of fine sand and the forma60n of cracks．The two．phase

flow model employed in this PaDer cannot generate the expected result coincident wim

血at observed in the experiment．A three—phase flow model was then introduced in this

PaoeL and it proved that small initial unevenness in permeability or stratification can be

amplified by percolation which transports the fine component of the sand through an

erosion／deposition process．The erosion／deposition model does appear to include the

main features of the transportation and accumulation of fine sand．However,to get more

quantitative results，further experimental and theoretical work needs to be done．
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